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Philosoohical and Praetieal D¡fferenees
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The fact that in a Chapter 11 the debtor "stays Ín possession" is ihe one fact thai peopie home in on
more than any other ás being the reason why Chapter 11 would not be appropriate for Australia. But
in that context I would say two things:

.

First, more often than not directors and senior management are replaced pretty early on in a
Chapter 11 process; and

.

Secondly, I think there is a significantly more fundamental philosophical difference between
what we are used to here in Australia and the chapter 11 regime.

Relative to what we are used to here in Australia there is an incredible amount of Court involvement in
the Chapter 11 process. I would suggest that the fundamenial reason for this is that whilst directors
and management, as it were, stay in possession the creditors need the proteclion of Court
involvemeñt to protect their ¡nterests. ln Australia I would suggest ihat the philosophy is that because
an independeni administrator (or receiver or liquidator for that matter) is appointed that appointment of
itself is sufficient to protect creditors interests.

As I said, relative to what we are used to here in Australia, the levelof Court involvement in the US is
quit" in.i"Cible. From the very start a vast amount of information has to be put before the Court. The
óourt not only gets involved informulating and approving any reorganisation plan but also gets
involved in the day to day operations of a company in Chapter 11'
For example, in filing the petition, the petitioner has to provide a list of allcreditors, allfinanciers, all
pãrti". w¡ih whom tñe company has a contractual relationship, details of all relevant tax authorities
of the
ild t4 agencies, allemployees, all utilities and allclaimants generally. Then within 15 days
and
of
assets
schedules
with
the
Court
filed
to
be
has
pàt¡tion thä foltowing 6usì oy way of example)
and
their
of
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a
breakdown
leases,
unexpired
and
contracts
ii"b¡liti"r, details of ãxlcutoiy
various rankings, cash flows and statements of financial affairs and lists of shareholders.

Then at a practical and operational level after filing the company would need sanction of the Court to,

for instance:

.
r
o
¡
.

pây any wages owing for the period immediately prior to filing;
rnaintain existing bank accounts;

âcknowledge arrangements with utilities for ongoing service;
âssume commercial leases;
grant security to obtain credit outside the ordinary course of business-

Then no¡,mally within 120 days a reorganisation plan has to be presented to the_ Court for approval and
it is then that ihe fun really siartsl ln the larger cases each class of creditors will have its own
r-eprãsentation and the riçjht to be appear before the Court. Both in the Court and around the Court
jockey
negotiation between the úarious constituent sets of creditor stakeholders takes place as they all
for-position in the context of agreeing a plan and where they sit within it.
go
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of being trained in and
Lawyers and judges in the us have had many many years experience now
it we lawyers in Australia are
uñàérstano¡ni¡ wórrouts ánd reorganisations. Rs muór¡ as I hate to say
presenting them to the
noiãxper¡enc'ed in formulating tnãtype of documents ljust mentioned and
commercial decisions. By
Court.' Nor are our ¡uotãs exieriencä0, let alone willing, to get involved in
,f,"t exámpte ou¡ng"tne Ansett Administration, Justiðe Gõtooerg who_ had conduct of nearly all of
get involved in
i¡,ãnnrátt Cöurt app1¡ã"t¡onr made it quite clear that it was not for the Courts to

;
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to overnight
So at a practical level I think it would be very unrealistic for us lawyers and..our.igdOes judges
in the
role
the
and
fulfil
.u¿ã"nrv oe in a position to futfilthe type of role that lawyers in the US
US BankruPtcY Courts maintain.

lmplications for Bankers
upon the Report - which as
Now that I've made those more general observations I shall now comment
of a Chapter 11
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regime. To quote:
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Clarification oÍ 44OB Agreements
As many of you know it is not uncommon for administrators and banks to agree that banks be allowed
to enforce security after that 10 day window ends. The Report suggests that the Government clarify
one way or another whether or nol those agreements can be regarded as etfective there being, of
course, considerable debate as to whether or not they are.

lmplications for Bankers
Maximum Priority Proposai
ln October 2001 the Coalition, precipitously perhaps, proclaimed a commitment to "give unpaid
employee entitlements ... priority of secured creditors ... when a business becomes insolvenf'.
According to Labor at least, Tony Abbot restated this commitment after the collapse of Coogee
Textiles in July 2003. This policy has been known as the Maximum Priority Rule and has been the
subject of some debate over the last year or so. ln simple terms the suggestion is that employees
also be given priority over fixed charge realisations in addition to floating charge realisations. When
one looked at the detail of what was being suggested it became quite complex - in that employees
would only be entitled to look to fixed charge realisations in the event of a shortfall on floating charge
realisations. This would result in an administrative nightmare in the context of large and complex
insolvencies, as determining whether or not there might be a shortfall out of floating charge
realisations could take some years. ln any event the Report has clearly recommended that the
maximum priority proposal not be adopted.
ln the Labor membefs minority Report the Maximum Priority Proposal is not really addressed. The
Labor members focused on expanding the GEERS scheme, i.e. the governmental protection for
employee entitlements. Essentially Labor proposes that the Government cover all employee
entitlements and more particularly, in the context of what is not covered at present, allunpaid
superannuation contributions and, most importantly, gl! retrenchment and redundancy entitlements not
just up to I weeks, This would have a considerable monetary effect when one lakes into account, for
example, in a case like Ansett where redundancy entitlements in some cases were up to 102 weeks.

At the very end of the Labor member's minority report some rather vague references are made io the
need for provisions enabling recovery of employee entitlements from related body corporates by
liquidators, creditors or ASIC in appropriate circumstances. lndeed the actual recommendation
suggests that such persons be able to apply to the Court to order a related body corporate to pay any
debt of an insolvent company. The detail is unnervingly scant but the minority Report also goes on to
recommend thal"intention to avoid liability ought not to be a pre-requisite to the making of such an

orde/'.
Taken to the nth degree implementation of such recommendations could clearly impact upon the very
structuring of groups generally, project finance, special purpose vehicles etc etc. Whilst the
vagueness of the recommendations clearly demonstrate to me that either they were not necessarily
being thought through by the Labor members or purposely left vague. But the recommendations do
demonstrate an intent which if poorly implemented by any subsequent Labor Government could have
far reaching ramifications.

lmplications for Bankers
Section 556 Mandatory in DOCAs
Rather oddly and without any realjustification to my mind, the Report suggests that in any deed of
company arrangement section 556 be strictly adhered to unless any person or persons who might be
effected by a changing in 556 agree to waive their rights.
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As you know section 556 sets out the priority of return on a liquidation as between costs of
administrators and liquidators etc and, employees. And further, within the context of employees the
section sets out a further cascading priority. ln other words - unpaid wages and superannuation
contributions, annual leave and long service leave and finally retrenchment payments which would

include redundancy.
One of the real benefits of deeds of company arrangements are their very flexibility.
One could envisage circumstances where creditors and indeed secured creditors and banks generally
have their interests better protected if section 556 did not have to be necessarily adhered to.
Many deeds of company arrangements will envisage handing back the company to its directors and
existing shareholders without the need to pay out employee entitlements nor, indeed, for them to
crystallise.

To impose section 556 mandatorily would etfectively give employees as a class greater leverage in
the context of approving a plan - because they could refuse to waive their rights if the plan suggested
their employee entitlements not be crystallized and paid or otherwise adequately protected.
Further there may be perfectly equitable reasons for changing 556 priority. For instance there may be
a fair number of senior management who are on long fixed term contracts which would allow for

retrenchment payments of effectively say, 1,2 or 3 years pay which again would have to be
acknowledged in any deed of company arrangement. lt might be perfectly reasonable to expect these
entitlements to be exiinguished in the context of the resuscitation and survival of a company.

lmplications for Bankers
lpso Facto clauses
As Steve Sherman has discussed at some length during this session one of the provisions of the US
Bankruptcy Code that appears to have considerable support is that provision which prohibits creditor
counterparties terminating contractual arrangements solely by reason of the filing of Chapter 11.

The Report does not go that far and recommends that administrators be given the power to apply to
the Court in such circumstances and for the Court only to have the power to prohibit termination. ln
doing so the Court would determine whether or not the counterparty was otherwise adequately
protected.
My view on this is that if counterparties are still in a'position to avail themselves of other termination
provisions in the contract, eg. for non payment, they are otherwise adequately protected. Put another
way if the insolvent debtor in administration is otherwise and generally in a position to perform the
obligations under a contract then surely it should be allowed to continue. I am not sure I would go so
far as to say that counterparties are obliged to continue contracts if only future payments for services
are secure - in other words for as long as an administrator could assure a counterparty that it would
be paid going forward. As a matter of policy, the real issue would be whether the administrator should
need to make arrangements to make payment for any unpaid old debt to ensure continued supply. At
the moment the Corporations Act does prohibit utilities terminating supply for non-payment of old debt
on the basis that they provide essential services. Of course in reality many companies essential
services are greater than those which utilities provide, i.e. more than just electricity, gas and
telecommunications.
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Chapterii inAustraiia
Filing for Chapter 11 by Australian Corporates
For an Australian company to file for relief under Chapter 11 it must have either a place of business in
the United States or have assets in the United States. The US Bankruptcy Courts have even
exercised jurisdiction in circumstances where the Australian companies had no more than a bank
account in New York. ln what has now become an old example of this was the filing for Chapter 11 by
one of the Australis/Galaxy pay TV companies back in the mid 90's which Steve Sharman and'I were
both involved with. At the time it was used as an attempt (albeit unsuccessful) to encourage US
noteholders are a number of movie studios to agree on a restrucii¡re.

The nexus with the US is ever increasing. Not only is there an ever increasing number of US
companies establishing in Australia, but many in the room will know 2003 was a record year tor 1MA
issues and private placements by Australian Corporates into the US.
I think it is only a matter of time before we see filing for Chapter 11 by Australian corporates as part of
the armoury in restructurings and workouts.

To date we haven't really seen Australian subsidiaries being part of a Chapter 11 filing but to my mind
it is only a matter of time before we see more of it. lf a multinationalcompany based in the US is
going through a major workout or restructuring it is more likely than not that it would seek to have that
done on a global basis and indeed it might be in everyone's interest, whether it be US creditors or the
Australian creditors of the Australian subsidiary to be part of lhe Chapter 1'l reorganisation. All of this
of course will give rise to complex and interesting conflict of law issues and to varying degrees will
involve cooperation between the Courts both in the US and Australia. There is some precedent in
such restructurings between the UK and the US and those precedents have certainly not been
straightforward.
From a strict legal perspective, it is worth noting in the US a "representative of a foreign entity'' such as
an administrator appointed in Australia can seek a dismissal of a bankruptcy proceeding under the
Bankruptcy Code. ln deciding whether or not to dismiss the US Court would look at the interest of
creditors vis a vis a timely distribution of assets, the convenience or difficulty in establishing claims
against the debtor in the foreign proceeding, the prevention of preferences and fraudulent
conveyances and the distribution of priorities in the foreign regime. The US Court can however allow
for the application of, for instance, Australian insolvency laws relating to such matters as preferences,
fraudulent conveyances and setting aside transactions to apply in the US.

Section 304 Applicat¡ons
Section 3O4 ol the Bankruptcy Code allows for Australian corporates subject to a formal insolvency to
apply for relief. The type of relief that can be sought includes obtaining injunctions to prevent creditors
in the US from seizing assets in the US. The method by which that would happen could either be by
way of a direct application from an insolvency practitioner or if felt more appropriaie, pursuant to an
application by an Australian Court under Section 581(4) of the Corporations Act to the US Court. This
method might be more appropriate if a workout or restructure was to involve more than just seeking
particular types of relief that section 304 of the Bankruptcy Code allows for.

